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Abstract 
Both effect of feedforward and feedback consistency were shown on reading and spelling in English, 
however, there was no study about these effects in Chinese. The effect of feedforward and feedback 
consistency on reading and writing in Chinese were investigated. Three different grades in main stream 
primary school in Hong Kong took part in this study. Both effect of feedback consistency and effect of 
feedforward consistency were shown on reading and writing-to-dictation in Chinese. Effect of feedback 
consistency became more significant from primary two to primary four, however, became not 
significant in primary six on both reading and writing. The effect of feedforward consistency increased 
across grade on both reading and writing. The effect of feedforward consistency was found to become 
dominant on both reading and writing in primary six. Strengthen the semantic knowledge and linkage of 
semantic to orthography could minimize the effect of feedforward and feedback consistency. 
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The Effect of feedback consistency and feedforward consistency (Number of homophones and 
consistency) on reading and writing of Chinese in school-aged children 
In alphabetic languages (e.g. English), there is strong correlation between the orthography and its 
phonology. All English words are the combination of the 26 different meaningless letters and each letter 
stands with its own sound. People are able to read aloud unfamiliar or new words if they could combine 
sounds of different number of letters according to the letter sequence in the word. People are able to 
spell or dictate unfamiliar or new words if they could convert the phonological input to a sequence of 
letters in the word.  
In monosyllabic English words, each word consists of an initial consonant and a spelling body. For 
example, in the monosyllabic English word, ‘pint’, the initial consonant is ‘p’ and its spelling body is 
‘-int’. A spelling body is regarded as feedforward consistent (consistent) if it maps onto only one 
phonological body, whereas, it is considered as feedforward inconsistent (inconsistent) if it maps onto 
more than one phonological bodies (Ziegler, Stone, & Jacobs, 1997). A phonological body is regarded 
as feedback consistent (less homophone-mates) if it maps into only one spelling bodies, whereas, a 
phonological body is considered as feedback inconsistent (more homophone-mates) if it could be 
mapped into more than one spelling bodies (Ziegler, Stone, & Jacobs, 1997). 
According to the analysis of all monosyllabic English words in Ziegler, Stone, & Jacobs (1997), there 
are more feedforward consistent words (69.2%) than feedforward inconsistent (30.8%) words, whereas, 
there are more feedback inconsistent words (72.3%) than feedback consistent (27.7%) words. 
Feedforward and feedback consistencies were found to affect the performance of different tasks in 
English, such as visual lexical decision, reading and spelling etc. (Coltheart & Leahy, 1992; Ziegler, 
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Stone, & Jacobs, 1997). 
Longer processing time was showed for both feedforward inconsistent and feedback inconsistent words 
in lexical decision between ‘word’ and ‘non-word’ of the stimuli (Perry, 2003; Stone, Vanhoy, & Van 
Orden, 1997; Montant & Jacobs, 1997). The response time was longer for feedback inconsistent words 
than feedback consistent words in English and French adults in reading aloud (Ziegler, Montant, & 
Jacobs, 1997; La Cruz & Folk, 2002). Feedback inconsistent also negatively affects immediate 
non-word reading in adults (Caramazza & Hillis, 1991; Coltheart & Leahy, 1992; Hotopf, 1983; Ziegler, 
Montant, & Jacobs, 1997). Feedforward inconsistency negatively affected immediate reading in adults 
(Coltheart & Leahy, 1992). In Lacruz & Folk (2004), the feedforward and effect of feedback 
consistency was found regardless of the word frequency. 
In the two-layer model suggested by Levelt (1989), spoken production involves conceptual preparation, 
lemma selection, lexeme retrieval and articulation. Homophones differ at the conceptual levels and 
lemma level but share the same phonological representation (Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999). A 
writing-to-dictation task may trigger a certain phonological representations which lead to the error of 
writing homophones. It was also found that spelling of the homophonic alternatives occurred more often 
for the low-frequency homophone than the high-frequency in English (Steven & Dominiek, 2002).  
Inconsistent words were found to be more difficult than consistent words for children to read and spell 
(Alegria & Mousty, 1994, 1996). Effect of feedforward consistency was shown on reading English in 
children (Metasla, Stanovich, & Brown, 1998). According to the study of Weekes, Castles, & Davies 
(2006) on developing readers ranging in age from 7 to 11, poor reading performance and poor spelling 
performance were found in feedforward inconsistent words than feedforward consistent words 
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regardless of the feedback consistency. More significant effect of feedforward consistency was found on 
reading and spelling for younger children than older children and more experienced readers (Weekes, 
Castles, & Davies, 2006) and for poor readers than good readers (Backman, Bruck, Hébert, & 
Seidenberg, 1984). Feedforward consistency was found to affect both early and late acquired words on 
reading in young children and the feedforward consistency was found to affect late acquired words only 
on reading in older children (Weekes, Castles & Davies, 2006). Less significant feedback consistency 
on spelling for older children (Laxon,1988, Weekes, Castles, & Davies, 2006) The feedback consistency 
was shown because of the uncertain mapping from phonology to orthographic knowledge of analogy 
could be used for feedback consistency words (Goswami, 1988). Linkage between orthography to 
phonology was found to be stronger for consistent than inconsistent items and there was weight 
adjustment depending on the consistency of target word (Weekes, Castles, & Davies, 2006). 
In the study of Davies & Weekes (2005), both effect of feedback consistency and effect of feedforward 
consistency was found on reading and spelling. Effect of feedforward consistency was found on reading 
in both normal and dyslexic children with greater effect of feedforward consistency in dyslexic children, 
however, effect of feedback consistency was only found in dyslexic children but not in normal children 
(Davies & Weekes, 2005). Spelling was found to be more difficult than reading as the mapping from 
phonology to orthography was less consistent than the mapping from orthography to phonology in 
vowel level in English (Perry, 2003b). 
Both feedforward and feedback inconsistency effect existed in English and other alphabetic language 
(e.g. French) (Ziegler, Jacobs & Stone, 1996; Ziegler, Montant & Jacobs, 1997), however, there is no 
current study on both feedforward and effect of feedback consistency in Chinese.  
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Contrary to alphabetic script, the correlation between the orthography and its phonology is 
comparatively loose in non-alphabetic language (e.g. Chinese). Each Chinese characters maps onto a 
syllable. People are required to remember the pronunciation of each character in order to read aloud 
them correctly. There are around 3844 characters learned in the primary school stage (Leung & Lee, 
2002) and each of them maps onto a different syllable. Reading aloud Chinese is more difficult than 
English. Logographemes instead of alphabetic letters in alphabetic scripts are the basic writing unit of 
Chinese (Zhou & Marslen-Wilson, 1999). A combination of logographemes forms different characters 
and the most of the logographemes in a character are not directly related to the pronunciation of the 
character. Writing Chinese is comparatively more difficult than English.  
In Chinese, semantic-phonetic compound is the major types of characters in Chinese. 
Semantic-phonetic compound consist of two major components, semantic radical that provides 
information about the meaning of the character and phonetic radical that provides pronunciation of 
character. A possible analogy between alphabetic script and Chinese is that the semantic radical serves 
like the initial consonant and the phonetic radical severs like the spelling body in an English word. For 
example, in the Chinese character ‘諒’/loeng6/[to forgive], the phonetic radical is ‘京’ which can 
combine with different semantic radicals, e.g. ‘魚’ and ‘日’, to form different characters, e.g. 
‘鯨’/king4/[whale], ‘晾’/long6/[to dry in air].  
According to ‘The Hong Kong Corpus of Primary School Chinese’ (Leung & Lee, 2002), about 87% of 
the Chinese characters in the primary stage are feedback inconsistent and 23.2% of the Chinese 
semantic-phonetic compounds characters in the primary stage are feedforward consistent, all family 
members with the same phonetic radical map onto only one phonological body. The distribution of 
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words with feedback consistency is similar between English and Chinese, the feedforward consistency 
reverse in English and Chinese. 
More errors were found in groups with more homophone-mate in both dictation and lexical decision 
tasks in Chinese (Meng, Shu, Zhou, & Luo, 2000). Effect of feedback consistency was more significant 
in low-frequency characters than high-frequency characters (Meng, Shu, Zhou, & Luo, 2000). Most of 
the homophone errors were the substitution of homophone-mate with high frequency in the dictation 
task (Meng, Shu, Zhou, & Luo, 2000). Homophonic error was the major error type in dictation 
following with semantic radical error in dictation task of P.6 students in mainland China (Luan, Shu, & 
Zhang, 2001). These studies showed that effect of feedback consistency existed in dictation task. The 
relatively poor writing performance in Chinese may be resulted from the high percentage of feedback 
inconsistent. 
According to the study of Shu, Zhou & Wu (2000), the phonetic radicals in Chinese characters provide 
cues for the pronunciation of whole characters. In the homophone judgment task between a familiar and 
a new character, the awareness of orthographic structure and the use of phonological cues from phonetic 
radical were found to be increased continuously from P.4 to P.6, secondary two (F.2) and university 
students and such awareness had not developed in P.2 students. Developmental trend of feedforward 
and feedback consistency may exist in the semantic-phonetic compounds in Chinese. 
It is estimated that 80% of characters are semantic-phonetic compounds (ideophonetic compounds or 
phonetic compounds) in adults., while 63% and 74% of the characters learned during the primary one 
(P.1) to primary six (P.6) in primary school in Hong Kong are semantic-phonetic compounds (Leung & 
Lee, 2002). The cumulative number of characters learned in P.2, P.4 and P.6 are 1539, 3102 and 3844 
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respectively and 67%, 72% and 74% among all learned characters in P.2, P.4 and P.6 are 
semantic-phonetic compound characters (Leung & Lee, 2002). Semantic-phonetic compound 
characters with the same phonetic radical are considered as a family. For example, the family which 
share the phonetic radical ‘元’/jyun4/[first] has the following family members: ‘冠’/gun3/[cap], 
‘完’/jyun4/[complete], ‘頑’/waan4/[stubborn] and ‘玩’/wun6/[play]. The number of homophones varies 
among the Chinese characters. For example the number of homophone-mates for characters with a 
pronunciation of /ci4/ is 15, ‘馳’[gallop], ‘池’[pond], ‘弛’[relax], ‘詞’[term], ‘祠’[ancestral shrine], 
‘持’[hold], ‘瓷’[porcelain], ‘匙’[spoon], ‘慈’[kind], ‘糍’[dumpling], ‘鶿’[cormorant], ‘磁’[manage], 
‘遲’[late], ‘臍’[navel], ‘辭’[diction] are all pronounced as /ci4/, while the number of homophone-mate 
of /baat3/ is one, ‘八’[eight]. The average number of syllable in P.2, P.4 and P.6 are 1.20, 1.30 and 1.38 
respectively (Leung & Lee, 2002). There are 62%, 82% and 87% of the characters learned in P.2, P.4 
and P.6 respectively have one or more homophone(s). The average number of homophone-mate in P.2, 
P.4 and P.6 are 2.84, 3.98 and 4.83 (Leung & Lee, 2002).  
Aim of study 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the influence of feedback consistency (number of 
homophones) and feedforward consistency (consistency) of the characters on reading and 
writing-to-dictation in Chinese characters and the interaction between modalities (reading and 
writing-to-dictation), feedback consistency and feedforward consistency across grades. 
Expected result 
According to Shu, Zhou, & Wu (2000), the awareness of orthographic structure and the use of 
phonological cues from phonetic radical in Chinese were found to be increased with grades. As the 
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awareness of orthographic structure increased with grades, the non-target characters with the same 
phonetic radical can be eliminated by the semantic and the consistency effect is therefore expected to be 
more significant in higher grades. Better performance of feedforward consistent characters is expected 
on reading and writing because students can make use of the phonetic radical to read unfamiliar family 
members which share the same phonetic radical by using analogy. Better performance feedforward 
consistent characters are expected on dictation because the target character and high frequency family 
members with the same phonetic radical are activated when the auditory input is given.  
More errors were found in feedback inconsistent characters in dictation in Chinese (Meng, Shu, Zhou, 
& Luo, 2000), the performance of writing is affected by the effect of feedback consistency in primary 
students in Hong Kong as there is lower probability of writing with homophonic error for feedback 
consistent characters. In the study of Luan, Shu, & Zhang (2001), most of the homophone errors were 
the substitution of homophone-mate with high frequency in dictation. The effect of feedback 
consistency, may be mainly due to the relatively weak linkage between semantic to orthography in the 
interlinked cycle of orthography, phonology and semantic making it more difficult for subjects to rule 
out the homophone-mate which does not have the same meaning. 
Effect of feedback consistency was expected to be more significant in low-frequency characters than 
high-frequency characters. As effect of feedback consistency was found in homophone judgment test 
when auditory input was given with both orthography of the target characters and another familiar 
characters presented (Shu, Zhou, & Wu, 2000), the orthography with same or related phonetic radical is 
expected to be triggered in dictation task which can facilitate the dictation performance of consistent 
characters. The effect of feedback consistency may be less significant in higher grades as the linkage of 
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semantic to orthography is strengthened. As writing performance of Chinese was shown to be strongly 
associated with reading in beginning as well as intermediate readers (Tan, Spinks, Eden, Perfetti & Siok, 
2005), the performance of reading may also affected by the effect of feedback consistency.  
Methodology 
Participants 
A total of 93 students in three different grades, 31 primary two (P.2), 35 primary four (P.4) and 27 
primary six (P.6) students in a main stream primary school in Hong Kong participated in the study. 
All participants was screened by using the Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices (Raven, 1986) as an 
index of nonverbal intelligence and Hong Kong Graded Chinese Character Naming Test (HKGCNT) 
(Leung, Ching-Lai & Kwan, 2008). Participants with standard score below 80 in Raven’s test, z-score 
below -1.5 in the HKGCNT or any language delay noted was excluded from this study. Three P.2 
students, one P.1 student and three P.6 students were screened out due to failure in the HKGCNT. Two 
P.4 students were screened out due to failure in the Raven’s test. Two P.2 students and two P.4 students 
were screened out due to mild language delay. The subject list is shown in table 1. 
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Table 1.  
Information of participants 
 No. of participants No. of Males/Females Mean age Age range 
P.2 27 Males:13; Females:14 7;05 7;01-9;06 
P.4 31 Males:19; Females:12 9;06 9;01-12;07 
P.6 24 Males:11; Females:13 11;05 11;02-13;01 
Stimuli 
There are 40 target characters in both reading and dictation tasks. All target characters were taken from 
‘The Hong Kong Corpus of Primary School Chinese’ (Leung & Lee,2002). The target characters of 
both reading and dictation task are the same in order to be comparable for between reading and writing 
task.  
In order to run a complete factorial experiment, the experiment was divided into two different modality, 
reading (‘R’) and writing-to-dictation (‘D’). Under each of the modality, it was further divided into two 
groups according to the feedback consistency, feedback inconsistent (more homophone-mate) (‘H’) and 
feedback consistent (less homophone-mate) (‘L’). Under feedback consistency, it was further divided 
into two groups according to the feedforward consistency, feedforward consistent (consistent) (‘C’) and 
feedforward inconsistent (inconsistent) (‘IC’). A total of eight groups were formed, including RHC, 
RHIC, RLC, RLIC, DHC, DHIC, DLC and DLIC. 
As not all of the family members were learned in the beginning of the primary study, 
frequency-weighted consistency (total frequency of family members with the same pronunciation/total 
frequency of the family) was used in order the capture the experience with language (Tzeng, 2001) 
instead of counting the type consistency (1/number of different realizations). For example, the family 
which share the phonetic radical ‘元’/jyun4/[first] has the following family members: ‘冠’/gun3/[cap] 
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(frequency in P.4=18, P.6=54), ‘ 完 ’/jyun4/[complete] (frequency in P.4=178, P.6=331), 
‘頑’/waan4/[stubborn] (frequency in P.4=26, P.6=37), ‘玩’/wun6/[play] (frequency in P.4=483, 
frequency in P.6=571). The frequency-weighted consistency of ‘ 完 ’/jyun4/ is 0.252 
(178/18+178+26+483) in P.4 and 0.333 (331/54+331+37+571) in P.6. The character ‘完’/jyun4/ is 
therefore become more consistent from P.4 to P.6 as the learning exposure of ‘完’/jyun4/ increases from 
P.4 to P.6. The token consistency is more representative to the exposure of characters of students in each 
grade than using type consistency which is calculated with 1/number of realization in the family, i.e. 
type consistency=1/4=0.25 across grades. 
As the better performance was found in semantic transparent characters than semantic opaque 
characters in dictation (Meng, Shu, & Zhou, 2000) and high frequency characters than low frequency 
characters in both dictation and recognition (Meng, Shu, Zhou & Luo, 2000), syllable frequency 
(frequency of homophones), character frequency and semantic transparency was controlled between 
groups in each grade. As characters with more strokes may lower the correct percentage by increasing 
number of errors, such as stroke error or logographemic error, the number of stroke was also controlled. 
Mid to low frequency characters were used to show if any homophone effect and consistency effect in 
learning of new characters and prevent ceiling effect. Further analysis on the error pattern could be done 
to see if any homophone effect and consistency effect. No stimuli were character with 
multi-pronunciation. The number of characters with different regularity differs according to the 
distribution of characters in different regularity, regular, irregular, semi-regular and bound character, in 
each grade. Each group in each grade would have the same ratio of characters with different regularity. 
As the range of number of homophone-mate differ across grade, the feedback consistent and 
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inconsistent groups were selected from two extreme of number of homophone-mate in each grade in 
order to be more representative. The range of frequency-weighted consistency valued from 0 to 1, in 
order to be more representative between the feedforward consistent and inconsistent, 
frequency-weighted consistency <0.25 was used for the inconsistent group, frequency-weighted 
consistency >0.75 was used for the consistent group. The controlled factors, number of 
homophone-mates and both type and token consistency value in the selected stimuli is shown in table 2 
and 3. 
 
Table 2. 
The controlled factors in stimuli across grades 
 
  Number of stroke Character frequency Syllable frequency Semantic 
transparency 
  Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
HC P.2 13.60 3.60 8.70 4.35 36.90 22.83 4.70 2.06 
 P.4 13.00 2.54 14.00 6.58 30.40 14.17 4.40 1.90 
 P.6 14.90 5.76 11.10 5.34 34.20 22.06 4.30 2.06 
HIC P.2 12.30 2.91 12.80 4.94 52.90 15.34 4.80 2.04 
 P.4 14.90 3.96 9.50 4.97 67.60 26.26 5.20 1.75 
 P.6 13.90 5.00 6.80 4.18 48.10 22.32 3.30 1.57 
LC P.2 13.40 4.62 14.00 7.26 35.30 13.06 3.90 1.85 
 P.4 12.50 3.87 12.10 6.56 33.50 27.50 4.10 1.85 
 P.6 15.00 5.98 11.00 6.22 35.30 15.54 3.90 1.66 
LIC P.2 11.30 3.71 8.40 2.59 53.00 16.71 3.70 2.06 
 P.4 16.00 4.57 10.70 7.02 60.10 22.09 4.30 1.34 
 P.6 13.80 4.21 7.40 2.72 59.70 17.58 6.50 5.76 
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Design 
A 2 (Modality: reading and dictation) X 2 (Homophone: more homophone-mate and less 
homophone-mate) X 2 (Consistency: consistent and inconsistent) design was used.  
Table 3. 
The number of homophone-mate and consistency value in stimuli across grades 
  Number of 
homophone-mate 
Type consistency 
(1/Number of realization) 
Token consistency 
(frequency weighted consistency) 
  Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
HC P.2 5.10 1.97 0.67 0.19 0.93 0.09 
 P.4 8.40 3.17 0.85 0.24 0.98 0.04 
 P.6 10.60 2.88 0.80 0.26 0.92 0.10 
        
HIC P.2 5.20 2.62 0.98 0.08 0.16 0.06 
 P.4 7.00 1.56 0.38 0.11 0.16 0.05 
 P.6 9.10 1.85 0.37 0.12 0.16 0.08 
        
LC P.2 1.70 0.48 0.72 0.25 0.92 0.10 
 P.4 1.70 0.48 0.78 0.28 0.94 0.09 
 P.6 2.50 0.53 0.90 0.21 0.97 0.07 
        
LIC P.2 1.30 0.48 0.92 0.13 0.17 0.05 
 P.4 1.60 0.52 0.42 0.14 0.17 0.07 
 P.6 1.70 0.48 0.42 0.09 0.14 0.07 
Procedure 
Reading aloud and writing-to-dictation tasks was carried out. As the stimuli used in reading and writing 
were the same, students may did better in the later task because of learning effect. The stimuli in reading 
and writing tasks were divided into A and B parts, i.e. reading (A), reading (B), writing (A) and writing 
(B). Participants will be given reading (A), reading (B), writing (A) and writing (B) in random to 
balance the possible learning effect from the previous task. In the reading task, the participants was 
instructed to read aloud 40 target characters and 10 fillers characters with no limitation on time. In the 
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writing task, the participants have to do writing-to-dictation on 40 target characters and 10 fillers 
characters in twenty seconds for each character. The target characters were embedded into 50 familiar 
words in 50 sentences. The sentences were presented twice.  
Analysis 
Only the target characters were counted in both reading and writing task. Each correct item scored ‘1’ 
and each wrong item scored ‘0’. Repeated measures ANOVA was used to investigate the main effect of 
and the interactions between modality, feedback consistency and feedforward consistency for P.2, P.4 
and P.6 separately. Post-hoc comparisons Tukey’s HSD test was carried out.  
Results 
Significant effect was found in modality in P.2, F(1,26)=170.4500, p<0.0001, P.4, F(1,30)=196.3500, 
p<0.0001, P.6, F(1, 23)=96.9620, p<0.0001. Significant effect was found in feedback consistency in P.4, 
F(1,30)=24.8510, p<0.0005), and P.6, F(1, 23)=14.3820, p<0.001. Significant effect was found in 
feedforward consistency in P.2, F(1,26)=112.2830, p=<0.005, P.4, F(1,30)=35.7690, p<0.0001, and P.6, 
F(1, 23)=34.2720, p<0.0001.  
Interaction effect on Modality X Feedback consistency, Modality X Feedforward consistency, Feedback 
consistency X Feedforward consistency and Modality X Feedback consistency X Feedforward 
consistency was analyzed. Significant interaction effect was found in Modality X Feedback consistency 
in P.4, F(1,30)=5.3554, p=0.0277 (p<0.05). Significant interaction effect was found in Modality X 
Feedforward consistency in P.2, F(1,26)=27.8250, p=0.002 (p<0.01). Significant interaction effect was 
found in Feedback consistency X Feedforward consistency in P.2, F(1,26)=14.9300, p=0.0007 
(p<0.001). Significant interaction effect was found in Modality X Feedback consistency X Feedforward 
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consistency in P.4, F(1,26)=6.0301, p=0.0201 (p<0.05). 
 
 
 
Figure. 1. Effect of number of feedback consistency and feedforward consistency on reading and 
writing-to-dictation across grades 
 
The interaction differences of modality, feedback consistency and feedforward consistency in each 
grade were analyzed by using post-hoc comparisons, Tukey’ HSD tests, as shown below. 
Modality effect (Reading and Writing-to-dictation) 
The performance of reading was significantly better than that of dictation in all grades, P.2, p<0.0001, 
P.4, p<0.0001, and P.6, p<0.0001. For feedback consistency in reading, the performance of ‘L’ was 
better than that of ’H’ in P.4, p<0.0005. The performance of ‘L’ was better than that of ’H’ in P.6, 
p<0.0500. For feedback consistency in writing, the performance of ‘L’ was better than that of ’H’ in P.4, 
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p<0.0500. For feedforward consistency in reading, the performance of ‘C’ was better than that of ’IC’ in 
P.2, p<0.0005. The performance of ‘IC’ was better than that of ’C’ in P.4, p<0.0005. The performance of 
‘C’ was better than that of ’IC’ in P.6, p<0.0005. For feedforward consistency in writing, the 
performance of ‘IC’ was better than that of ’C’ in P.4, p<0.0005. The performance of ‘C’ was better than 
that of ’IC’ in P.6, p<0.0005. 
Effect of feedback consistency (Homophone confusion effect) 
In reading, the performance of ‘L’ was better than that of ’H’ in in ‘C’ characters in P.4, p<0.0001. In 
writing, the performance of ‘L’ was better than that of ‘H’ in ‘IC’ characters in P.4, p<0.05.  
Effect of feedforward consistency (Consistency effect) 
In reading, the performance of ‘C’ was better than that of ‘IC’ in ‘H’ characters in P.2, p<0.0001. The 
performance of ‘IC’ was better than that of ‘C’ in ‘H’ characters in P.4, p<0.0001. The performance of 
‘C’ was better than that of ‘IC’ in both ‘H’ and ‘L’ characters in P.6, p<0.0001. In writing, the 
performance of ‘IC’ was better than that of ‘C’ in P.4, p<0.0001. The performance of ‘C’ was better than 
that of ‘IC’ in both ‘H’ and ‘L’ characters in P.6, p<0.0001 and p<0.0001 respectively.  
Error Analysis 
As the feedforward effect reversed in P.4, from better performance in ‘C’ than ‘IC’ in P.2 to better 
performance in ‘IC’ than ‘C’ in P.4 and better performance in ‘C’ than ‘IC’ in P.6, on both reading and 
writing, error analysis and performance of characters in different regularity on both reading and writing 
were analyzed  
In the error analysis in reading, four types of errors, regularity, analogy, semantic and tonal error, were 
shown. Regularity error was error that only the phonetic radical was read, e.g. ‘嬉’/hei1/[to play] was 
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read as‘喜’/hei2/[happy]. Analogy error was error that a family member with different pronunciation 
was read, e.g. ‘賺’/zaan6/[to make a profit] was read as ‘謙’/him1/[modest]. Semantic error was error 
that the character read was able to combine with the target character to form a word, e.g. ‘蹈’/dou6/[to 
tread] was read as ‘舞’/mou5/[to dance]. Tonal error was error that the tone of the character read had 
same onset and rime but different tone with the target character, ‘棕’/zung1/[palm] was read as /zung3/. 
Table 4.  
Reading error across grades 
  
Regularity 
error 
Analogy 
error 
Semantic 
error 
Tonal error Others 
No 
response 
HC P.2 20.45% 0.00% 15.91% 4.55% 22.73% 36.36% 
 P.4 30.00% 6.67% 15.00% 1.67% 20.00% 26.67% 
 P.6 37.50% 18.75% 6.25% 2.08% 18.75% 16.67% 
HIC P.2 13.98% 26.88% 13.98% 5.38% 18.28% 21.51% 
 P.4 20.24% 34.52% 4.76% 1.19% 15.48% 23.81% 
 P.6 22.62% 36.90% 1.19% 4.76% 21.43% 13.10% 
LC P.2 31.15% 14.75% 8.20% 1.64% 13.11% 31.15% 
 P.4 11.69% 25.97% 22.08% 1.30% 19.48% 19.48% 
 P.6 26.47% 26.47% 5.88% 0.00% 20.59% 20.59% 
LIC P.2 10.81% 27.03% 9.46% 6.76% 17.57% 28.38% 
 P.4 15.25% 35.59% 10.17% 6.78% 15.25% 16.95% 
 P.6 19.40% 11.94% 7.46% 1.49% 22.39% 37.31% 
The percentage of error by using analogy increased for feedforward consistent characters ‘C’ and 
decreased for feedforward inconsistent characters ‘IC’ across grades. The percentage of tonal error 
decreased for feedback consistent characters ‘L’ across grades and slightly increased for feedback 
inconsistent characters ‘H’ from P.4 to P.6.  
In the error analysis in writing, three types of errors, homophonic error, semantic radical error and tonal 
error, were shown. Homophonic error was error that a character with the same pronunciation with the 
target character was written, e.g. ‘棕’/zung1/[palm] was written as ‘中’/zung1/[center]. Semantic radical 
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error that the character written was able to combine with the target character to form a word, e.g. 
‘賺’/zaan6/[to make a profit] was written as ‘謙’/him1/[modest]. Tonal error was error that the tone of 
the character written had same onset and rime but different tone with the target character, 
‘棕’/zung1/[palm] was written as ‘種’ /zung3/[to plant]. 
Table 5.  
Dictation error across grades 
  
Homophonic 
error 
Semantic 
radical error 
Tonal error Others No response 
HC P.2 40.12% 8.98% 0.60% 25.75% 24.55% 
 P.4 30.51% 5.51% 2.54% 25.42% 36.02% 
 P.6 43.61% 12.78% 3.01% 25.56% 15.04% 
HIC P.2 26.59% 6.36% 2.89% 19.65% 44.51% 
 P.4 28.77% 5.19% 4.72% 27.83% 33.49% 
 P.6 52.87% 6.37% 7.01% 17.20% 16.56% 
LC P.2 4.21% 10.00% 2.11% 40.53% 43.16% 
 P.4 6.09% 7.39% 2.17% 34.35% 50.00% 
 P.6 10.91% 10.91% 9.09% 46.36% 22.73% 
LIC P.2 5.88% 8.24% 8.24% 28.82% 48.82% 
 P.4 11.96% 9.24% 2.17% 40.76% 35.87% 
 P.6 30.97% 8.39% 3.87% 30.32% 26.45% 
The percentage of homophonic error was higher than that of semantic radical error followed with tonal 
error for both ‘HC’ and ‘HIC’ The percentage of homophonic error and semantic radical error were 
similar and they were higher than that of tonal error for in ‘LIC’. The percentage of semantic radical 
error was higher than that of homophonic error followed with tonal error for ‘LC’. 
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Table 6.  
Regularity and consistency effect on reading across grades in correct percentage 
 P.2 P.4 P.6 
HC-R 88.89% 70.97% 90.28% 
HC-IR 80.00% 60.00% 59.38% 
HIC-R 40.74% 82.26% 73.61% 
HIC-IR 85.19% 69.03% 57.29% 
LC-R 81.48% 91.94% 94.44% 
LC-IR 68.89% 69.68% 70.83% 
LIC-R 74.07% 66.13% 81.94% 
LIC-IR 74.81% 83.23% 69.79% 
R: Regular IR: Irregular 
Table 7.  
Regularity and consistency effect on dictation across grades in correct percentage 
 P.2 P.4 P.6 
HC-R 53.70% 46.77% 45.83% 
HC-IR 37.04% 19.35% 41.67% 
HIC-R 16.67% 41.94% 20.83% 
HIC-IR 45.19% 32.90% 35.42% 
LC-R 27.78% 25.81% 66.67% 
LC-IR 29.63% 36.13% 57.29% 
LIC-R 38.89% 30.65% 44.44% 
LIC-IR 48.89% 40.65% 38.54% 
R: Regular IR: Irregular 
Discussion 
Effect of Feedback consistency on reading and writing 
Effect of feedback consistency was shown on both reading and writing with generally better 
performance of feedback consistent characters ‘L’ than feedback inconsistent characters ‘H’. The results 
are compatible to the results in English (Weekes, Castles & Davies, 2006). The effect of feedback 
consistency was the most significance in P.4 than P.2 and P.6. These results were also compatible to the 
results in English that there was smaller effects of feedback consistency for older children (Laxon, 
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Coltheart, & Keating , 1988; Weekes, Castles & Davies, 2006). 
The fact that the effect of feedback consistency was not significant in P.2 may be due to the small 
discrepancy in the number of homophone mates between feedback consistent. The range of number of 
homophone was 1 to 2 in the feedback consistent groups and 3 to 10 in the feedback inconsistent groups 
in P.2. The effect of feedback consistency was still significant on reading but not significant on writing in 
P.6 because the linkage of orthography to phonology is stronger than the linkage from orthography to 
semantic to phonology in reading. Characters with more homophone mates usually trigger more 
characters in the same family of the target characters (reading by analogy) or semantically related 
characters of the target characters (semantic error) which leads to the higher percentage of analogy error 
and semantic error as shown in table 4.  The effect of feedback consistency usually occurs more 
significantly in feedforward consistent characters than feedforward inconsistent characters as shown in 
the post-hoc analysis in P.2 and P.4 as students rely more on the orthographic information presented in 
consistent characters, such as the phonetic radical or logographemes, to predict the pronunciation of the 
characters than inconsistent characters. For example, a feedback inconsistent character, 
‘晰’/sik1/[apparent], was sometime wrongly read as ‘澈’/cit3/[clear], ‘述’/seot6/[to narrate], ‘折’/zit3/[to 
break], ‘斷’/dyun6/[not continuous]. When the character ‘晰’ was seen, the target character could trigger 
its phonetic radical ‘析’/sik1/[to divide], its family member with the same phonetic radical 
‘淅’/sik1/[water for washing rice], ‘晰’ and its homophones ‘適’[suitable], ‘軾’[the horizontal front bar 
on a cart or carriage], ‘拭’[to wipe away], ‘惜’[to cherish], ‘晰’, ‘淅’, ‘熄’[to extinguish], ‘蟋’[cricket], 
‘釋’[to explain], ‘識’[to know], ‘悉’[entire], ‘息’[rest], ‘式’[style], ‘色’[color], ‘析’, ‘昔’[former times], 
‘飾’[decorations], ‘嗇’[stingy]. The target characters, ‘晰’, may trigger semantic related word, ‘清
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晰’/cing1 sik1/[distinct] and semantically similar word ‘清澈’/cing1 cit3/[clear]. The character, ‘澈’, 
may thus be triggered as semantic error. The target characters, ‘晰’, may trigger one of its 
homophone-mate, ‘釋’ to form a word ‘闡釋’/zin2 sik1/ and semantically similar word ‘闡述’/zin2 
seot6/[to elaborate]. The character, ‘述’, may thus be triggered as semantic error. The target characters, 
‘晰’, may also trigger part of its phonetic radical, ‘斤’, which is the most frequently appears in the list of 
characters triggered. The character, ‘折’, may thus be triggered using analogy of ‘析’. The character, 
‘斷’, may thus be triggered from the word ‘折斷’/break/[zit3 dyun6]. 
The effect of feedback consistency occurs because the phonological input in writing could trigger a list 
of homophone-mate and more homophonic error occur for feedback inconsistent characters in writing. 
The homophonic error given was mainly affected by the frequency and number of stroke of the 
homophones. The homophonic error given was mainly high frequency homophone-mate with less 
number of stoke, ‘棕’ /zung1/ was written as‘中’ /zung1/. However, the strengthened linkage of 
semantic to orthography due to the increase of semantic knowledge by teaching of the semantic radical 
starting from P.4 can help to rule out the homophone-mate which does not have the same meaning in 
writing. Homophone mates which are not semantically related to the target characters were not triggered 
in P.6, for example, less ‘棕’ /zung1/ was written as‘中’ /zung1/ in P.6 than P.4. 
The effect of feedback consistency occurs more significantly in feedforward consistent characters than 
feedforward inconsistent characters in both reading and writing in P.2 and P.6. However, it occurs more 
significantly in feedforward inconsistent characters than feedforward consistent characters in P.4 which 
was due to the family size of P.4 could not be controlled. The family size of LIC group in P.4 was 
significantly smaller than other groups, p<0.05. Less homophone confusion effect could be triggered 
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and thus better performance was shown in LIC group. The effect of feedback consistency was more 
significant than effect of feedforward consistency from P.2 to P.4. Feedback inconsistency effect was 
less significant than effect of feedforward consistency in P.6. 
Effect of Feedforward consistency on reading and writing 
The effect of feedforward consistency was shown occurred on both reading and writing with generally 
better performance of feedforward consistent characters ‘C’ than feedforward inconsistent characters 
‘IC’. The effect of feedforward consistency became more significant as we moved up the grades and it 
was the most significance in P.6. In reading, the effect of feedforward consistency was more significant 
in feedback inconsistent characters from P.2 to P.4. The effect of feedforward consistency was 
significant in both feedback consistent and feedback inconsistent characters in P.6. This result is different 
from the study in English that the effect of feedforward consistency was smaller for older and more 
experienced readers (Weekes, Castles & Davies, 2006) 
The effect of feedforward consistency was more significant in feedback consistent than feedback 
inconsistent characters.  
As a reversed consistency effect were found in primary four, error analysis on reading and writing were 
carried out according to the different regularity and consistency, regular-consistent, regular-inconsistent, 
irregular-consistent and irregular-inconsistent, as shown in table 6 and table 7. The effect of feedforward 
consistency may be disturbed due to the acquisition of other rule for reading and writing e.g. regularity 
rule.  
In reading, the percentage of correct response in HC was mainly contributed by the regular-consistent 
characters, but not by the regular-inconsistent character in P.2. This showed that regularity rule had not 
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been acquired in P.2. The effect of feedforward consistency shown was caused by the high correct 
percentage of regular-consistent characters and consistency rule had not been acquired. The effect of 
feedforward consistency shown in P.4 was caused by the acquisition of regularity rule. The percentage 
of correct response in regular-inconsistent ‘RIC’ increased to similar performance as regular-consistent 
‘RC’ in feedback inconsistent characters in P.4. This showed that regularity rule was developed in P.4. 
The acquisition of regularity rule also increased the correct percentage of regular-inconsistent ‘RIC’ 
group. The lower correct percentage of irregular-consistent ‘IRC’ than irregular-inconsistent ‘IRIC’ 
showed that the consistency rule had not been developed. These caused the better performance on the 
feedforward inconsistent than the feedforward consistent group. The age of acquisition of regularity rule 
was also supported by the study of read aloud in P.4 in mainland China (Meng, Shu, & Zhou, 2000). In 
P.6, effect of feedforward consistency was showed in both LC and LIC. The consistency rule was 
developed as there was a great decrease in the correct percentage of irregular-inconsistent ‘IRIC’ among 
both feedback consistent and feedback inconsistent character. The consistency effect shown was caused 
by the acquisition of regularity rule. 
In writing, the effect of feedforward consistency was more significant in feedback consistent than 
feedback inconsistent characters from P.2 to P.6, which was different from reading because feedback 
inconsistent characters was affected more by the effect of feedback consistency than effect of 
feedforward consistency. The difference between the feedforward consistent and feedforward 
inconsistent characters increased across grades. This showed that the effect of feedforward consistency 
became more significant on writing across grades. In P.2, there was no significant effect of effect of 
feedforward consistency because of the developing stage of regularity and consistency rule. The better 
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overall performance in feedforward inconsistent than feedforward consistent characters was mainly 
caused by the irregular-inconsistent ‘IRIC’ characters. The second highest correct percentage of 
irregular-inconsistent ‘IRIC’ characters in feedback inconsistent characters and the highest correct 
percentage of irregular-inconsistent ‘IRIC’ group in feedback consistent characters were shown in P.2. 
The higher percentage in IRIC characters showed that the correct response in writing in P.2 was mainly 
by rote rather than the acquisition of regularity and consistency rule. In P.4 there was reversed of the 
effect of feedforward consistency, the performance of feedforward inconsistent characters were better 
than feedforward consistent characters. In feedback inconsistent characters, the performance of 
regular-consistent ‘RC’ and irregular consistent ‘IRC’ groups kept in high correct percentage, however, 
there was a great increase in correct percentage for the regular-inconsistent ‘RIC’ group and a great 
decrease in correct percentage for irregular-consistent ‘IRC’ group. This showed that regularity rule was 
acquired in feedback inconsistent characters in writing in P.4. However, the consistency rule was not 
acquired in writing in P.4. In P.6, effect of feedforward consistency was shown. In feedback inconsistent 
characters, the performance of regular-consistent ‘RC’ and irregular consistent groups ‘IRC’ kept in high 
correct percentage, however, there was a great increase in correct percentage for the irregular-consistent 
‘IRC’ group and a great decrease in correct percentage for regular-inconsistent ‘RIC’ group. This 
showed that consistency rule was acquired in writing in P.6. P.6 students were struggling to use the 
acquired regularity rule or newly learned consistency rule in feedback inconsistent characters, so the 
correct percentage of regular-consistent ‘RC’ decreased. P.6 students showed no struggling to use the 
acquired regularity rule or newly learned consistency rule in feedback consistent characters, so there 
were increased of correct percentage in both irregular-consistent ‘IRC’ and regular-inconsistent ‘RIC’ 
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groups. The feedforward consistency on both reading and writing across grades was covered by effect 
of regularity. 
Conclusion 
Both effect of feedback consistency and feedforward consistency were shown on reading and 
writing-to-dictation in Chinese of primary school-aged children. This finding is similar to that in English. 
Better performance was shown in feedback consistent characters on both reading and writing. The 
significance of feedback consistency increased from P.2 to P.4. Effect of feedback consistency became 
more significant from primary two to primary four, however, became not significant in primary six on 
both reading and writing. Better performance was also shown in feedforward consistent characters. The 
significance of effect of feedforward consistency increased across grade on both reading and writing. 
The consistency effect was the most significant in P.6 on both reading and writing. Strengthen the 
semantic knowledge and linkage of semantic to orthography could minimize the effect of feedforward 
and feedback consistency. 
Limitations 
As the character frequency used in this study was counted from both textbooks of Chinese and General 
Studies only. The character frequency may be under-estimated in students of higher grades as the 
number of exposure of characters would increase from extra-curricular reading, such as newspaper and 
books. Extra-curricular exercises of Chinese and passages on website of Chinese reading scheme can be 
included in the Hong Kong Corpus of primary School Chinese to be more representative. As the family 
size of the stimuli may affect the number of reference characters for reading or writing by analogy, the 
grester family size may facilitate more correct response in feedforward consistent characters. The family 
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size should be controlled. As the increase of number of logographemes may increase the memory load 
of participants, the number of logographemes can be controlled. As the reading and dictation abilities 
may various among students, the developmental trend will be more representative if more subjects 
could be included in each grade or a longitudinal study can be used.  
Further studies 
Instability of the acquisition of consistency rule (effect of feedforward consistency) was showed in 
feedback inconsistent characters in P.6. Further studies on the effect of feedforward consistency can be 
investigated on junior secondary students and adult. 
As there was study about the effect of feedforward and feedback consistency in English dyslexic 
children with different results than in normal school-aged children, further studies on these can be 
investigated. The acquisition of the effect of feedforward and feedback consistency may facilitate the 
development of an assessment tool for identifying students with reading and writing-to-dictation 
difficulties. 
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Appendix 1-Reading stimuli in P.2, P.4 and P.6 
二年級 
中文同音字及一貫性讀字測驗 
Set A 
 
獨 績 滋 不 懷 
一 有 舌 揮 茄 
槍 柿 儀 巧 廢 
愉 天 罪 鴉 樽 
啼 陪 鉛 諒 陸 
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二年級 
中文同音字及一貫性讀字測驗 
Set B 
 
芽 小 梳 生 曬 
城 資 裙 搬 鬧 
案 謊 紹 我 欣 
大 迪 錄 碗 何 
了 題 來 柚 蒼 
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四年級 
中文同音字及一貫性讀字測驗 
Set A 
 
鑽 孤 拐 賺 賢 
大 鍛 有 我 褪 
嗽 述 概 塔 聰 
生 晰 醜 飢 蹄 
跡 了 拒 嬉 來 
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四年級 
中文同音字及一貫性讀字測驗 
Set B 
 
棕 祕 天 渣 猾 
謙 龐 凌 蹈 濟 
怒 爆 醉 頌 小 
譽 跨 不 廁 蝦 
嘈 輯 榴 恕 一 
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六年級 
中文同音字及一貫性讀字測驗 
Set A 
 
不 鰭 茅 犧 了 
棕 穴 天 桅 邏 
凰 吶 秤 銜 有 
鞏 鎖 纜 蕭 癥 
傅 矚 翌 生 椰 
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六年級 
中文同音字及一貫性讀字測驗 
Set B 
 
撫 壘 仗 琉 鰓 
蹋 我 璨 一 榕 
小 嫁 棍 誇 儒 
稜 來 緝 沃 蹈 
褪 筍 盟 胱 大 
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Appendix 2-Dictation stimuli in P.2, P.4 and P.6 
二年級 
中文同音字及一貫性默字測驗 
Set A 
 
句子 詞語 目標字 
1. 他(不)會游泳 不會 不 
2. 今(天)天氣很好 今天 天 
3. 今學期的考試成(績)進步了 成績 績 
4. 中秋節可以吃到又大又圓的橙色(柿)子 柿子 柿 
5. 小學生用(鉛)筆寫字 鉛筆 鉛 
6. 殺人是嚴重的(罪)案 罪案 罪 
7. 孩子應盡力避免一個人晚上(獨)自上街去 獨自 獨 
8. 烏(鴉)是一種黑色大鳥 烏鴉 鴉 
9. 假期時到郊遊可令人身心(愉)快 愉快 愉 
10. 今天是晴朗的(一)天 一天 一 
11. 警察用手(槍)指着賊人 手槍 槍 
12. 婆婆(揮)手說再見 揮手 揮 
13. (茄)子是紫色的瓜類蔬菜 茄子 茄 
14. 朋友必須互相(諒)解對方的難處 諒解 諒 
15. 病人要依靠(儀)器協助呼吸 儀器 儀 
16. 老人需要家人的關(懷)及照顧 關懷 懷 
17. 我擁(有)一本新書 擁有 有 
18. 公雞每天六時便發出喔喔的(啼)叫聲 啼叫 啼 
19. 買一枝(樽)裝飲品 樽裝 樽 
20. 兒童到郊野公園郊遊必需由成人(陪)同 陪同 陪 
21. 醫生看病時要求病人伸出(舌)頭 舌頭 舌 
22. 烏龜在近海的(陸)地產蛋 陸地 陸 
23. 我們應該注重環保，盡量減少製造(廢)物 廢物 廢 
24. 郎朗有純熟的鋼琴技(巧) 技巧 巧 
25. 植物得到雨水的(滋)潤 滋潤 滋 
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二年級 
中文同音字及一貫性默字測驗 
Set B 
 
句子 詞語 目標字 
1. 我長大(了) 長大了 了 
2. 我(來)過這個地方 來過 來 
3. 我每天早上都要(鬧)鐘叫我起床 鬧鐘 鬧 
4. 記者做訪問時(錄)音 錄音 錄 
5. 老師解釋考試卷的答(案) 答案 案 
6. 乖孩子不應說(謊)言 謊言 謊 
7. 今次數學考試的(題)目很簡單 題目 題 
8. (我)們都是學生 我們 我 
9. 我不知道如(何)成為一個成績優異的學生 如何 何 
10. 一家人去(迪)士尼樂園遊玩 迪士尼 迪 
11. 媽媽洗完衣服後要在陽光下(曬)晾 曬晾 曬 
12. 香港是一個繁榮的(城)市 城市 城 
13. 妹妹穿一條紅色(裙)子去拜年 裙子 裙 
14. 吃完飯後要幫媽媽洗(碗)碟 碗碟 碗 
15. 我(欣)賞芭蕾舞天鵝湖表演 欣賞 欣 
16. 今天是我的(生)日 生日 生 
17. 媽媽親手沖的(柚)子蜜糖 柚子 柚 
18. 種子從泥土中發(芽) 發芽 芽 
19. 爸爸有一個(大)肚腩 大肚腩 大 
20. 學生要在手冊中填上個人(資)料 資料 資 
21. 她今天身體不適，所以面色較(蒼)白。 蒼白 蒼 
22. 婆婆因為家中失火而要(搬)家一段時間 搬家 搬 
23. 早上起床要刷牙和(梳)洗 梳洗 梳 
24. 我有一個(小)弟弟 小弟弟 小 
25. 老師(介)紹一本新的圖書給我們 介紹 紹 
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四年級 
中文同音字及一貫性默字測驗 
Set A 
 
句子 詞語 目標字 
1. (我)們都是學生 我們 我 
2. 我長大(了) 長大了 了 
3. 非洲的兒童每天都要抵受(飢)餓 飢餓 飢 
4. 咳(嗽)是呼吸系統疾病的常見症狀 咳嗽 嗽 
5. 今天是我的(生)日 生日 生 
6. 每天30分鐘運動可以增強體力的(鍛)煉 鍛煉 鍛 
7. 她雖然外表(醜)陋，但心腸很好 醜陋 醜 
8. 十年前的照片早已發黃(褪)色 褪色 褪 
9. 警察請證人把案發時的情形敍(述)一遍 敍述 述 
10. 金字(塔)是古代埃及國王的墳墓 金字塔 塔 
11. 爸爸有一個(大)肚腩 大肚腩 大 
12. 賊人殺人後留下血(跡) 血跡 跡 
13. 私家車(拐)彎時撞倒一個老人 拐彎 拐 
14. 海豚是一種(聰)明的動物 聰明 聰 
15. 媽媽是一位(賢)淑又盡職的母親 賢淑 賢 
16. 投資股票令不少人在短期內(賺)錢 賺錢 賺 
17. 我擁(有)一本新書 擁有 有 
18. 學者勤於(鑽)研防病抗衰老的方法 鑽研 鑽 
19. 數碼高清電視有清(晰)的畫面 清晰 晰 
20. 不要在海邊(嬉)戲 嬉戲 嬉 
21. 我(來)過這個地方 來過 來 
22. 因為要上班，他(拒)絕了朋友的邀請 拒絕 拒 
23. 西九龍文化區是一個創新的規劃(概)念 概念 概 
24. 因為一個人留在家中感到(孤)單寂寞 孤單 孤 
25. 馬匹腳上有馬(蹄) 馬蹄 蹄 
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四年級 
中文同音字及一貫性默字測驗 
Set B 
 
句子 詞語 目標字 
1. 他(不)會游泳 不會 不 
2. 今天是晴朗的(一)天 一天 一 
3. 狐狸是一種狡(猾)的動物 狡猾 猾 
4. 他因為一次犯法而令自己名(譽)掃地 名譽 譽 
5. 媽媽最怕(榴)蓮的味道 榴蓮 榴 
6. 這(醉)人音樂實在令人陶醉 醉人 醉 
7. 恐龍是一個(龐)大的史前生物 龐大 龐 
8. 既然他已經道歉，就寬(恕)他吧 寬恕 恕 
9. 今(天)天氣很好 今天 天 
10. 爸爸被頑皮的弟弟氣得十分忿(怒) 忿怒 怒 
11. 北京為(跨)進奧運年作好準備 跨進 跨 
12. 火山大(爆)發 爆發 爆 
13. (廁)所的衞生情況欠佳 廁所 廁 
14. (凌)晨時份，賊人入屋行劫 凌晨 凌 
15. 我有一個(小)弟弟 小弟弟 小 
16. 不能說的(祕)密 祕密 祕 
17. 拉丁舞是現年新興的舞(蹈) 舞蹈 蹈 
18. 我們應避免在(嘈)吵的環境下使用耳筒 嘈吵 嘈 
19. 在成功過後，我們應保持(謙)虛好學之心 謙虛 謙 
20. 這唱片(輯)錄了五首新歌 輯錄 輯 
21. 這酒家最著名的點心是(蝦)餃 蝦餃 蝦 
22. 因為他得到了第一名而受到父母的(頌)讚 頌讚 頌 
23. 醫師(濟)世救人 濟世 濟 
24. 馬匹的毛多是(棕)色的 棕色 棕 
25. 消化後的食物殘(渣)會排出身體 殘渣 渣 
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六年級 
中文同音字及一貫性默字測驗 
Set A 
 
句子 詞語 目標字 
1. 他(不)會游泳 不會 不 
2. 我長大(了) 長大了 了 
3. 父親(犧)牲長子留班為讓次子入名校 犧牲 犧 
4. 警察輪值在街上進行巡(邏) 巡邏 邏 
5. 香港的交通問題的主要(癥)結是道路太窄 癥結 癥 
6. 馬匹的毛多是(棕)色的 棕色 棕 
7. 政府積極進行斜坡(鞏)固工程 鞏固 鞏 
8. (傅)嘉俊是香港著名桌球運動員 師傅 傅 
9. 我擁(有)一本新書 擁有 有 
10. 因為戰爭而無人上街，街上出現一片(蕭)條 蕭條 蕭 
11. 鳳(凰)是中國古代傳說中的百鳥之王 鳳凰 凰 
12. 血洗校園案是美國二零零七年最受(矚)目的新聞 矚目 矚 
13. 助選員大聲地(吶)喊拉票 吶喊 吶 
14. 螞蟻住在泥土中一個細小的洞(穴)裏 洞穴 穴 
15. (纜)車是香港最早的有軌交通工具 纜車 纜 
16. 今天是我的(生)日 生日 生 
17. 節日過後的第二天稱為假期(翌)日 翌日 翌 
18. 今(天)天氣很好 今天 天 
19. 大豬用茅草建造了一間(茅)屋 茅屋 茅 
20. 因為忘記帶(鎖)匙，所以不能開門返家 鎖匙 鎖 
21. (椰)子是泰國著名的水果 椰子 椰 
22. (桅)杆是帆船上懸掛帆的杆柱 桅杆 桅 
23. 中文大學用「榮譽新生」的名(銜)吸引尖子 名銜 銜 
24. 魚(鰭)是魚類的運動器官 魚鰭 鰭 
25. 中藥店會用天(秤)來量度重量 天秤 秤 
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六年級 
中文同音字及一貫性默字測驗 
Set B 
 
句子 詞語 目標字 
1. 我有一個(小)弟弟 小弟弟 小 
2. 今天是晴朗的(一)天 一天 一 
3. 枯葉可以令土壤更肥(沃) 肥沃 沃 
4. 警察拿著警(棍)在維持秩序 警棍 棍 
5. 甘(筍)是紅蘿蔔的另一個名稱 甘筍 筍 
6. 拉丁舞是現年新興的舞(蹈) 舞蹈 蹈 
7. 我(來)過這個地方 來過 來 
8. (盟)約必須經過雙方協議 盟約 盟 
9. 十年前的照片早已發黃(褪)色 褪色 褪 
10. 媽媽用手(撫)摸著初生嬰兒的臉 撫摸 撫 
11. (誇)張是用來增強表達效果的修辭手法 誇張 誇 
12. 警方通(緝)一名打劫銀行的男子 通緝 緝 
13. 睡美人住在美麗的堡(壘) 堡壘 壘 
14. 魚用魚(鰓)呼吸 魚鰓 鰓 
15. (儒)家是孔子創立的倫理思想 儒家 儒 
16. 爸爸有一個(大)肚腩 大肚腩 大 
17. 婚紗店在(嫁)娶旺季生意不絕 嫁娶 嫁 
18. 三(稜)鏡是透明的三角柱體 三稜鏡 稜 
19. 膀(胱)主要負責貯藏及排泄尿液 膀胱 胱 
20. 辛辛苦苦種的花就這樣被沒公德心的人糟(蹋) 糟蹋 蹋 
21. (榕)樹是一種終年長綠的植物 榕樹 榕 
22. (琉)璃是中國古代建築的重要裝飾構件 琉璃 琉 
23. (我)們都是學生 我們 我 
24. 兩位英雄好漢(仗)義擒賊 仗義 仗 
25. 每年大年初二維港都會發放璀(璨)煙火 璀璨 璨 
 
 
 
 
 
 
